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Psychologist, Linguist &
Mathematician Are
Teachers Par Excellence
Mr Wong Wing Chow, Assistant Head, Human Resource

Sciences, NTU), Asst Prof Roksana Abdullah
(Asian Languages & Cultures) and Asst Prof
Toh Tin Lam (Mathematics & Mathematics
Education), were among the 11 recipients of
Nanyang Technological University’s (NTU)
Excellence in Teaching Awards 2005. They were
presented the awards by Education Minister
Tharman Shanmugaratnam at NTU’s “An
Evening of Stars” night on 25 November 2005.

Assoc Prof Ang’s research interests include
juvenile delinquency, impact on education and
the educational process, psychopathology in
children and adolescents, aggressive children
and their relationships with teachers, parents
and peers and interventions for aggressive
children. Asst Prof Roksana’s niche area is
sociolinguistics. Her focus is on language
maintenance and language shift and the issue
of sexist elements in various languages. Asst
Prof Toh has undertaken research in generalised
Riemann approach to stochastic integrals as
well as the teaching and learning of ‘A’ Level
Mathematics.

NIE News honours these academic staff for
their teaching excellence by bringing our readers
this exclusive interview.

NIE News: What does winning this award
mean to you?
Assoc Prof Ang: Teaching is a bi-directional
process in which both the instructor and
student co-create an environment, conducive
for learning and interaction. Without my current
and former students, the winning of this award
would not have been possible.

Asst Prof Roksana: The award means the
University recognises and acknowledges the
work of its lecturers. The prize money came as
a pleasant surprise and a nice year-end bonus!

Asst Prof Toh: I don’t think the term “winning”
the award is appropriate as it implies there is
a loser. When I look around me, my colleagues

are doing a wonderful job making a lifelong
impact on the student teachers; they are good
role models who have won their students’ trust
and confidence. I see this award as a motivation
to encourage teachers (including myself) to
give of their best, just like a pat on the shoulder
or a word of encouragement.

NIE News: What are the attributes of a
good teacher?
Assoc Prof Ang: There is nothing magical
about good teaching. Good teaching takes a
lot of hard work and preparation. Strong content
knowledge, passion for the subject area and a
systematic delivery are all essential ingredients
for successful teaching. The importance of
recognising, respecting and be responsive to
the diversity in student needs cannot be
underestimated. Always be open and willing
to learn, unlearn and re-learn.

Asst Prof Roksana: Dedication is the key.
One should be prepared to make time for each
student, keep abreast of the latest developments
in our field of instruction, ensure what we
teach during lectures is easily understood by
students. Our teaching style and delivery
should be kept interesting and inspiring.

Asst Prof Toh: A good teacher, in my view,
is one who can make a lifelong impact on his
students. For example, the teachings and advice
given by a couple of my secondary school
teachers still shape and impact my life. When
I spoke to some teachers during a recent school
visit, they mentioned the names of particular
NIE lecturers who had a positive influence on
them. This is similar to my experience when I
was an NIE student teacher.

NIE News: How important is a teacher’s
role in moulding the future generation?
Assoc Prof Ang: The role of a teacher is
critical primarily because in addition to teaching
content, he is also modelling social emotional
ski l ls such as establ ishing posit ive
relationships, managing emotions, handling
difficult and challenging situations, and making
responsible decisions.

Asst Prof Roksana: Whatever we impart to
our students, good or bad, will have a great
impact on them. As teachers, we are in a good
position to mould student character and
personality, plant a good seed of thought in
their minds and help them to grow up as
responsible citizens. A good teacher serves as
an exemplary role model to his students.

Asst Prof Toh: The importance is beyond
doubt.

NIE News: Who inspired you to be a
teacher?
Assoc Prof Ang: Well, my mother was a
Geography teacher and I grew up listening to
her speak passionately on the subject she so
thoroughly enjoyed and taught for 34 years.

Asst Prof Roksana: Honestly, teaching was
the only profession which my father allowed
his daughters to pursue. Hailing from Pakistan,
my conservative father was very strict with
his children. He forbade us to seek employment
even after completing our studies. After days
of pleading, he finally relented on condition
that we could only choose “teaching” as our
profession. By then, my mind was set and I
decided to become a teacher. I love this
profession and have never once regretted nor
wished I had done anything else. Personally,
I feel that teaching is probably the best and
most fulfilling job one can ever have.

Asst Prof Toh: Religion is my main source of
inspiration. Lord Buddha recognised the
potential in all people and worked out skilful
means to lead all livings out of suffering.
Likewise, a teacher ought to know the potential
and different learning styles of his students
and devise adequate teaching approaches to
help maximise their potential.

T hree NIE lecturers, Assoc Prof Rebecca
Ang (Psychological Studies, now with
the School of Humanities & Social
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Grateful Alma Mater
Appreciates Her Alumni
By Alumni Affairs Office, NTU

About the Nanyang Alumni Awards
The Alumni Service Award was first set up in
1996 to recognise alumni who have rendered
outstanding service and contributed in
furthering the interests of the University. In
2005, the Nanyang Alumni Awards, comprising
the Nanyang Distinguished Alumni Award,
Nanyang Alumni Achievement Award,
Nanyang Outstanding Young Alumni Award
and Nanyang Alumni Service Award, were
launched in commemoration of NTU’s 50th
anniversary. The Nanyang Alumni Awards are
presented to graduands who have either
attained exemplary achievements in their field
of specialisation or have contributed
significantly to the betterment of NTU, the
community or the society at large.

Three NIE staff and graduands received their
awards from Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong
at a ceremony on 17 December 2005.

years, he has trained numerous Chinese
language teachers at NIE and its predecessor
institutions. He headed NIE’s Chinese Division
in 1994 before being appointed Director of the
Centre of Chinese Language and Culture.

Prof Chew has also served in various capacities
on numerous national committees on Chinese
language teaching and review and several Asian
universities. In Chinese language research, he
has been the compelling force behind a project
to compile a global Chinese dictionary. Prof
Chew was responsible for setting up the
Confucius Institute at NTU and as its Chairman,
is striving to establish the University as a major
centre of Chinese language education.

Ms Eileen Chai
Nanyang Outstanding Young Alumni
Award
Adept both on land and in water, Ms Eileen
Chai excels in gymnastics, diving and running.
The diverse athlete, who obtained a
Postgraduate Diploma in Education in 2005,
broke Singapore’s 30-year 100m hurdles record
at the 16th Asian Athletics Championships in
South Korea last year, despite a nine-year break
from competition. She won the Singapore
Sports Council’s Good Performance Award in
Gymnastics when she was 11. Fighting injuries
and fatigue, she went on to become the all-
round champion in both the National Schools

Prof Chew Cheng Hai
Nanyang Alumni Achievement
Award
Prof Chew Cheng Hai’s entire professional life
has been devoted to Chinese language
education in Singapore. His contributions have
been enormous and far-reaching since
graduating from Nanyang University with a
Bachelor of Arts in 1967. Over the past 38

Gymnastics and Pesta Sukan National
Gymnastics between 1985 and 1991. She was
a bronze medallist at the 1991 SEA Games in
Manila. Eileen holds several National Junior
records in the 100m hurdles and won the 1995
Best Diver of the Year Award from the Singapore
Amateur Swimming Association.

Mr Siva Gopal s/o Thaiyalan
Nanyang Alumni Service Award
As a student teacher at NIE from 2001 to
2005, Mr Siva Gopal s/o Thaiyalan organised
and led many student activities such as the
youth expedition projects to neighbouring
countries. He started NIE’s Service Learning
Club, which organises projects to develop
holistic teachers and was the inaugural
chairman of NIE’s Physical Education and Sports
Science Club.

He was awarded the Rotary International gold
medal for best all-rounder student, leadership
and dedication to student activities when he
completed his Diploma in Physical Education
in 2003. He continued to pursue a Bachelor of
Science (Education) and won the Passion Award
for outstanding service to the NIE community.
In June last year, he led a team to Sri Lanka for
tsunami rebuilding efforts, for which they
received the inaugural Nanyang Award for
Humanity 2005.



A
bronzes. This performance is Team Singapore’s best
showing at an away Games since 1975. Among the
athletes at the Manila Games were several NIE student
teachers, who represented the country in archery,
basketball, dragon boat, fencing and wushu.

Most notable among these athletes is Ms Ruth Ng (above,
right), a first-year Bachelor of Science (Education) student
teacher, specialising in Physical Education. She and her
team mates won the women’s foil fencing team gold.
This achievement was also special: the team triumphed

t the recent 23rd Southeast Asia (SEA) Games
in Manila, Philippines, Team Singapore won a
record haul of 42 gold medals, 32 silvers and 55

NIE news

44-39 over Vietnam in the finals for the win, ending a
16-year gold medal hiatus in SEA Games fencing for
Singapore.

Ruth shares, “Many Singaporean international athletes
only dream to study and train simultaneously but NIE has
allowed me to go far in international sport. Behind our
team’s success was a consistent year of preparation with
our coach. Although we were a young and much less
experienced team as compared to our competitors, we
were well prepared. More importantly, we fenced as a
team, not as individuals. That made a huge difference. We
were glad we won but were even more thrilled as this
victory exceeded our own expectations.”

By Asst Prof Alan Ch’ng, Associate Dean
Physical Education & Foundation Programmes Planning

Education Ministry Honours Mentors
By Assoc Prof Michael Koh, Physical Education & Sports Science

S
Science Conference held in September 2005. The recipients,
from the Natural Sciences & Science Education Academic
Group, were Asst Prof Diana Ang, Asst Prof Yau Che Ming,
Assoc Prof Chia Tett Fatt, Assoc Prof Paul Lee, Assoc Prof

even NIE professors participating in the Science
Mentorship Programme were named “Outstanding
Mentors” by the Ministry of Education at the Youth

Foong See Kit, Assoc Prof Rajdeep Singh Rawat and Assoc
Prof Michael Koh from the Physical Education & Sports
Science Academic Group.

A total of 55 projects, under the guidance of 67 researchers,
were also showcased at the event held at Nanyang
Polytechnic.

SEA Games Gold for First-Year
Undergraduate
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NIE Director is
Singapore Green Plan
2012 Award Winner
By Public & International Relations

T
contributions to marine biology and biodiversity conservation. The
award ceremony was presided by Environment and Water Resources
Minister Dr Yaacob Ibrahim at the National Library. Described as an
example of “good environmental role models who serve as an inspiration
to all of us” by the Minister, Prof Tan has always added a personal touch
in all his undertakings, whether as an academic, administrator, educator
or naturalist.

An avid teacher with a love for nature, Prof Leo Tan plays an active role
in educating students, teachers and the public about nature conservation
and marine biology. He applied his technical expertise to a landmark
mangrove enrichment-planting project at Pulau Semakau. His personal
championing of the conservation of important ecosystems of Labrador
Nature Park culminated in its gazette as Labrador Nature Reserve.

The SGP 2012 Award was launched in 2004 by the National
Environment Agency to recognise individuals and organisations for
their outstanding contributions towards environmental protection in
Singapore. The Award builds on the Green Leaf Award that has been
in existence since 1991. The six winners were selected from 59
nominations received from 30 May to July 2005. The evaluation panel
also considered inputs from representatives from the public, private
and people sectors.

ogether with five other winners, NIE Director and National Parks
Board Chairman Prof Leo Tan received the Singapore Green Plan
(SGP) 2012 Award on 28 October 2005 for his sustained

AWARDS & HONOURS

By Mr Chia Zhen Quan, Accountancy Year 2
Nanyang Business School, NTU

teacher specialising in Physical Education, won
three gold, one silver and one bronze medal at
the Second DHL Lifesaving Sports Challenge
held in Penang, Malaysia from 24 to 25
September 2005, placing the NTU Lifesaving
Women’s team in fourth position overall. Two
NTU Men’s teams also did the University proud
by achieving top 10 positions and winning one
gold and one bronze medal. Lifesaving clubs,
representing Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand,
took part in the two-day competition, where
there was a vast display of lifesaving skills at
both the indoor swimming pool and the beach.

NTU took part in this competition for its first
time with training beginning immediately
after the 28th National Lifesaving Still Water
Championships in September 2005. Despite
personal commitments, the athletes put
forward their best during the intensive
training sessions. Shereen shares on the
camaraderie experienced by team members
during these sessions, “Team NTU displayed
sterling adaptability when they attuned to
the cold and unusual depth of the competition

pool. Adaptability, which allows one to
react effectively in emergency situations, is
a crucial skill to have as a lifesaver.”

Mr Leonard Kok, a Postgraduate Diploma
in Education 2004 intake student teacher
specialising in Physical Education, also
won one gold, one silver and two bronze
medals, putting the National University
of Singapore Lifesaving Men’s alumni team
in third place overall.

M s Shereen Wong (second row, second
from left), a Postgraduate Diploma
in Education 2005 intake student

Lifeguards
Swim to
Impressive
Medal Haul
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Tamil Language Seminar
Addresses Teaching &
Learning Issues
By Asst Prof Seetha Lakshmi, Asian Languages & Cultures

S
is required to engage them in the learning of Tamil.

Research findings on Tamil pedagogy, and new approaches to the teaching
and learning of Tamil in Singapore were showcased by NIE’s Tamil Language
& Culture Division and Centre for Research in Pedagogy & Practice (CRPP)
to Tamil teachers at the New Pedagogic Directions for Tamil Language
Teaching and Learning in Singapore seminar on 30 September 2005.
Organised by the Asian Languages & Cultures Academic Group of NIE,
the seminar was graced by guest of honour Dr N Varaprasad (above, left,
receiving a token-of-appreciation from NIE Director Prof Leo Tan), National
Library Board Chief Executive and Chairman, Tamil Curriculum and
Pedagogy Review Committee, and attended by 250 school teachers,
curriculum specialists and guests from community organisations.

In his welcome speech, Assoc Prof Chan Chiu Ming (Head, Asian
Languages & Cultures) reiterated the importance of speaking vernacular
languages in view of trade opportunities with China and India. In his
address, Prof S Gopinathan (Vice Dean (Policy), CRPP) encouraged
Tamil teachers to make the teaching and learning of mother tongue
languages relevant, interesting, challenging and meaningful. Dr

tudies have shown that a significant number of Indian students
are unable to speak the Tamil language proficiently. Experts
believe that a more communicative and interactive approach

Varaprasad emphasised the importance of using Tamil after school life
and opined that a fundamental shift on how the Tamil language was
presently taught in schools was required. He also suggested ways
where Tamil could be taught, while incorporating fun and enjoyable
elements for students.

Six workshops dealing with issues on standard spoken Tamil; instructional
phases; code-switching and code-mixing in Tamil and English; how to
go beyond rote learning; developing effective teacher-pupil engagement
through the Strategies for Effective Engagement and Development (SEED)
programme, and how to develop interactive talking through IT were
conducted by CRPP staff and participating schools. After the launch of
three CDs on Innovative Teaching Strategies and Teaching through
Multimodal, edited by Asst Prof Seetha Lakshmi (Asian Languages &
Cultures) and Assoc Prof Vanithamani Saravanan (English Language &
Literature), an innovative traditional games demonstration by Bowen
and Bendemeer Secondary Schools concluded the well-received seminar.

Making Mathematics Meaningful
By Miss Ng Luan Eng, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

September 2005. Initiated by the cluster’s
mathematics steering committee, the
conference catered to the professional
development needs of these teachers. Held at
Northland Primary School, the conference
programme comprised a keynote address and
16 parallel sessions conducted by mathematics
teachers within the cluster. A number of these
sessions were collaborative efforts with NIE
researchers.

In Assoc Prof Wong Khoon Yoong’s (Head,
Mathematics & Mathematics Education (MME))
keynote message (above), he provided
anecdotes of some eminent people who found

mathematics meaningless and established the
need to make the subject meaningful. He
advocated two key approaches to make
mathematics meaningful – understanding

mathematical language and l inking
mathematics to the real world. Assoc Prof
Wong highlighted the two main approaches
through 10 specific teaching ideas. The
teaching ideas were made more meaningful
to the audience as he employed familiar
examples from research projects and MME
academic staff members’ interaction with their
student teachers. As making mathematics
meaningful honours the principle of making
learners the central focus of both teaching
and learning processes, Assoc Prof Wong
urged mathematics teachers to implement
two or three teaching ideas through action
research. He also suggested keeping the
conference theme for several years until
mathematics teachers internalised its
implications in classroom teaching.

T he North 2 Cluster organised the Making
Mathematics Meaningful Conference for
its mathematics teachers on 9

CONFERENCES & SEMINARS
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By Assoc Prof Looi Chee Kit, Programme Chair, ICCE 2005 Organising Committee
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Conference on
Computers in
Education Opens
Avenues to
Innovation

T he 13th International Conference on Computers
in Education (ICCE), held from 28 November to
2 December 2005, highlighted top quality research

(c) Collaborative and group learning;
(d) Learning systems platforms and architectures;
(e) Modelling and representation;
(f) Intelligent tutoring and scaffolding;
(g) Interaction design and novel interfaces;
(h) e-Learning and Knowledge Management; and
(i) Leadership in e-education.

The conference showcased full paper sessions, panels,
posters, tutorials, workshops, invited speeches, a
doctoral consortium, special interactive events, a
commercial exhibition, and an exhibition put up by the
schools to demonstrate their IT projects and innovations.
The conference also featured a Local Track in which
teachers in Singapore shared practices and experiences
of using technology in the classroom. The paper
presentations and workshops in the Local Track
highlighted the roles of school leaders in promoting and
sustaining the use of IT in schools and a range of
teaching practices and lesson ideas that bring about
engaged learning with the use of IT eg blogs, wireless
and mobile learning strategies, and innovative and
effective uses of IT by HP INIT and Microsoft-Ministry
of Education Development Award winners.

The BackPack.NET Second Anniversary Seminar was also
held in conjunction with ICCE 2005 on 2 December 2005.
Delegates from ICCE 2005 as well as local and foreign
participants coming in specially for the BackPack.NET
seminar, visited NIE’s Classroom of the Future.

The four keynote speakers of ICCE 2005 were (above,
clockwise) Prof Joseph Krajcik of the University of Michigan,
Prof Jeremy Roschelle of Stanford Research Institute
International, Prof Takashi Sakamoto of the Japan
Association for Promotion of Educational Technology and
Prof Marlene Scardamalia of the University of Toronto.

For more details on ICCE 2005, visit the website:
http://www.icce2005.servy.net.

on the application of computers in education. Attended
by over 650 participants from some 20 countries, the
conference was opened by Mr Gan Kim Yong (below,
appreciating the exhibition after the opening ceremony),
Minister of State for Education and Manpower on 30
November 2005.

The conference theme was Towards Sustainable and
Scalable Educational Innovations Informed by the Learning
Sciences with the subtitle of Sharing Good Practices of
Research, Experimentation and Innovation. The areas of
interest included:

(a) Learning sciences: Inter-disciplinary perspectives,
theory development, experimental methods, design
research, neurosciences;

(b) Socially informed design: Social dimensions of learning,
social-historical-cultural contexts, learning and
identity, motivation and engagement in learning,
informal learning environments;
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Teachers Relive the Japanese
Occupation 60 Years On
By Assoc Prof Kevin Blackburn & Assoc Prof Karl Hack, Humanities & Social Studies Education

“T
History Museum, to coincide with the 60th
anniversary of the end of the Asia-Pacific War.
The conference opened with a “Public Forum
with Veterans and Wartime Generation”. Both
events, organised by Assoc Prof Kevin Blackburn
and Assoc Prof Karl Hack (Humanities & Social
Studies Education), drew large audiences and
provided Singapore school teachers an
opportunity to interact with academics,
veterans and heritage industry staff.

Conference papers were given by 50 experts
on the Japanese Occupation from the USA,
Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Singapore,
Malaysia, the Philippines, China, Japan, South
Africa, the United Kingdom, France and the
Netherlands. Major thematic panels included
history textbook controversies, war shrines
and museums, and war tourism. There was a

he  J apanese  Occupat ion
Conference” ran from 4 to 6
September 2005 at the Singapore

particular focus on the prisoner of war
experience and memory, as well as on women
and children internees. The different national
memories of the Death Railway, known also
as the Burma-Thailand Railway, constituted
one panel. Other themes included oral history;
representations of the war in the Asia-Pacific
in drama and literature; the concept of the war
hero and heroine; war crimes trials, and the
end of the empire in Asia after the war.

PBL Expert Delivers
Keynote Address at
Seminar on Learning
& Motivation

Veterans K R Das, Don Lee & Choi Siew Hong from
surrendered Indian, Australian & Chinese troops at
the fall of Singapore in 1942, reunite

Raffles Junior College students presented views
of Japan held by the younger generation of
Singaporeans, whose knowledge of Japan is
gleaned from sources as varied as history books
and J-Pop.

One of the unique features of the conference
was its incorporation of individual memories
of war veterans and of the war generation. The
Public Forum featured Australian, British,
American, Chinese, Indian, Malay, Eurasian
and Japanese experiences. One of these
veterans was 78-year-old Mrs F R Bhupalan
from Kuala Lumpur, a post-war leader in the
teaching profession and women’s rights
movement. She gave an impassioned account
of how she became a soldier in the local Indian
National Army’s Rani of Jhansi Regiment.

Film footage of this event will be used by
National Education staff of the Ministry of
Education in a documentary for schools.

T he Third International Seminar on Learning and Motivation was
held at Langkawi, Malaysia from 10 to 12 September 2005 and
hosted by Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM). Organised by UUM’s

Faculty of Cognitive Sciences and Education (FCSSE), the conference
theme focused on Enhancing Student Engagement. The event attracted
some 200 academics and teacher educators from universities in Malaysia
and the region.

Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng (Head, Psychological Studies) was invited to
give the first keynote address entitled Enhancing student engagement
through problem-based learning: Insights on cognitive functioning in real
world problem inquiry. Other keynote speakers at the conference included
Professors Rosna Awang Hashim from UUM, Dennis Mclnerney from
the University of Western Australia and John Flowerdew from City
University of Hong Kong. During the conference, Assoc Prof Tan also
engaged in discussions with Vice Chancellor Dato’ Dr Nordin Bin Kardi,
FCSSE Dean Prof Madya Dr Ahmad Jelani Bin Shaari and officials of the
Ministry of Education in Kedah on the challenges of engaging students
in learning. A broad range of topics were covered by paper presentations,
including areas such as social and psychological processes in learning;
academic engagement; promoting motivation; individual differences in
learning; measurement and evaluation of motivation and learning; teacher
motivation and effectiveness, and the role of Information and
Communications Technologies for greater engagement.

Assoc Prof Tan
Oon Seng (right)
with guest of
honour Dato’
Seri Tunku
Puteri Intan
Safinaz at the
3rd International
Seminar on
Learning &
Motivation

By Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, Head, Psychological Studies
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Ambassadors from the Islands
of Immortals
Authored by Assoc Prof Wang Zhenping,
Humanities & Social Studies Education
387 pages, ISBN 0-8248-2871-2
US$53.00, available from www.amazon.com

Using recent archaeological findings and little-
known archival material, the author introduces
readers to the world of ancient Japan during
its evolvement towards a centralised state. The
author brings diplomatic history to life in his
descriptions of the diplomats’ personalities,
literary talents, ambitions and frustrations. He
explains the rigorous criteria of the Chinese
and Japanese courts in the selection of
diplomats and how the two prepared for

missions abroad. He journeys with a party of
Japanese diplomats from their tearful farewell
party to hardship on the high seas to their
arrival amidst the splendours of Yangzhou and
Changan and the Sui-Tang court. The depiction
of these colourful events is combined with a
sophisticated analysis of premodern diplomacy
using the key concept of mutual self-interest
and a discussion of major modes of diplomatic
communication.

In addition to its masterful analysis of the role
of language manipulation, the book
distinguishes itself from other works on China-
Japan relations with its “people-centred”
approach to diplomatic history, thus revealing
the human face of diplomatic institutions.

this book useful in helping them through
the course.

Engaging in Project Work
Edited by Asst Prof Quek Choon Lang with
Mrs Shanti Divaharan, Mrs Jarina Peer, Assoc
Prof Michael Williams, Assoc Prof Angela
Wong, Ms Azilawati Jamaludin, Learning
Sciences & Technologies, & Asst Prof Liu
Woon Chia, Psychological Studies
248 pages, ISBN 007-125161-8
S$32.00, available from NIE Campus Book
Centre and McGraw-Hill Education (Asia)

This book is designed for researchers, educators
and teachers who are keen to learn about the
research on project-based learning, the

Differential Equations:
Models and Methods
Authored by Assoc Prof Ang
Keng Cheng, Mathematics &
Mathematics Education, 224 pages,
ISBN 007-125085-9
S$26.50, available from NIE
Campus Book Centre

Many books on differential equations
assume that the reader has a fairly
sophisticated level of competence
in calculus at the university level.
Differential Equations: Models and
Methods differs from them in that it
enables a student with some basic
knowledge of calculus to learn about
differential equations and appreciate
their applications.

The focus of the book is on first
order differential equations, their
methods of solution and their use
in mathematical models. Methods
include analytic and graphical
solutions, as well as numerical
techniques. Readers not only learn
the necessary techniques of solving
first order differential equations but
also how these equations can be
applied in different fields.

Examples have been carefully
chosen to provide motivation for
new concepts or techniques, and
to illustrate the importance of
differential equations. This book
was written with student needs in
mind; in particular, pre-university
students taking the new GCE ‘A’
Level H3 Mathematics will find
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teachers and students in the project-based
classroom learning environments (inclusive
of both face-to-face and online) as well as the
curriculum, resources and instructional
strategies for project-based learning.

Four themes are described in this book:
(a) Setting the stage for Project Work;
(b) Teachers and teaching;
(c) Students and learning; and
(d) Designing project tasks.

The themes presented in this book are
contextualised around the research conducted
on Student-centred Learning in the Context of
Project Work, which is unique, being one of
the very few studies on Project Work in
Singapore since its implementation in 2000.

Whether you are ready to ‘get started’ with
project-based learning in your classroom or
are looking for new ways to ‘keep your teaching
going’ or are contemplating to ‘carry out your
own research in project-based learning’, this
book provides the necessary information as
it can be used on its own or as an adjunct to
an academic text.

Mediated Learning Experience
with Children: Applications
Across Contexts
Edited by Assoc Prof Seng Seok Hoon, Assoc
Prof Tan Oon Seng, Psychological Studies
& Dr Lucy Pou, Centre for Enhancing
Learning Potential
210 pages, ISBN 007-123217-6
S$47.00, available from NIE Campus Book
Centre & McGraw-Hill Education (Asia)

This book is based on the theories of
cognitive psychologist Dr Reuven Feuerstein,
who pioneered the theory on Mediated
Learning Experience (MLE) in the late
1940s through his work with children who
were orphaned or separated from their
parents as a result of the Holocaust. The
theory of MLE is based on the belief that
intelligence is modifiable and not fixed, and
intervention programmes can be designed
to enhance the cognitive skills necessary
for independent thinking.

Written by renowned cognitive education,
psychology and chi ld development
professors, professionals and practitioners
with years of experience in research and
development of MLE, this book presents a
fresh view of MLE theory for anyone working
with children. The contributors have built

on the current theoretical framework of MLE
with a series of rich and relevant illustrations
of  MLE inter vent ions  at  d i f f e rent
developmental stages from preschool to
primary levels.

Participation, Learning and
I d e n t i t y :  D i a l e c t i c a l
Perspectives
Authored by Prof Wolff-Michael Roth, Ms
Hwang SungWon, Asst Prof Lee Yew Jin,
Natural Sciences & Science Education & Ms
Maria Ines Mafra Goulart
284 pages, ISBN 3-86541-091-X
Euro 28.00, available from Lehmanns Media-
Lob.de

Over the past two decades, western scholars
have increasingly embraced cultural-historical
activity theory as a framework for thinking
about knowing and learning in school, and
workplace settings. Yet in the adoption of
this framework, many of its fundamental
underpinnings in materialist dialectic have
disappeared. Cultural-historical activity theory
has been fitted to a fundamentally dualistic
way of thinking about the subject and object
of activity, individual and collective,
subjectivity and inter-subjectivity, abstract
and concrete etc.

This book redresses the inappropriate
translation by radically sticking to a
materialist-dialectical theorising of knowing,
learning, participation and identity. The
authors draw on several detailed ethnographic
studies at the kindergarten, elementary school
and middle school levels, and in a workplace,
as case materials to articulate various aspects
of the specifically human activity observed
in each setting.

Teaching the General Paper:
Strategies that Work
Edited by Asst Prof Caroline Ho, Asst Prof
Peter Teo & Ms Tay May Yin, English
Language & Literature
357 pages, ISBN 981-244-961-2
S$26.90, available from NIE Campus Book
Centre and Pearson Longman

Teaching the General Paper: Strategies that
Work is the first publication by General Paper
(GP) specialists from all 18 junior colleges and
centralised institutes in Singapore, in
collaboration with NIE’s English Language &
Literature Academic Group. The book also
features contributions from staff of the
Educational Technology Division, Ministry of

Education, North 4 Cluster of educational
institutions and Debate Association
(Singapore).

The volume comprises 28 chapters, organised
into three main sections:
(a) Strategies that work for GP teaching and

learning;
(b) Strategies that work - Paper 1 (Essay);

and
(c) S t r a t e g i e s  t h a t  w o r k  -  Pa p e r  2

(Comprehension).

The book offers a wide range of effective,
practical, tried and tested strategies, which
have proven to have worked from the ground.
These include, among many others, the
following: planning the GP instructional
programme; innovative teaching strategies;
critical and creative thinking; integrating
Literature and Drama with GP; rhetoric and
argument; critical reading and response; using
ICT in GP teaching ,and assessment of the
GP. In addition, the book also provides useful
references (print and electronic), teaching
resources on the GP and recommended
literature reading lists.

All contributors to this book share not only
their wealth of expertise in the field but also
a deep passion and strong interest in GP
teaching and learning.

Unity in Diversity: Anthology
of Poems, Short Stories and
Essays
Authored by Special Training Programme
(Mother Tongue)
145 pages, ISBN 981-05-4195-3

Unity in Diversity is the first Special Training
Programme anthology which combines
creative works by Mother Tongue student
teachers into one publication. The contents
portray the ability of Mother Tongue student
teachers to put into perspective their
experiences, thoughts, beliefs and aspirations
gathered throughout their training years at
NIE as they develop into teachers with
specialised knowledge in their respective
Mother Tongues.

The book is divided into four chapters,
where each chapter is a collection of the
respective languages. There are altogether
41 pieces of unpublished creative works in
the form of 15 poems, 11 short stories and
15 essays by writers from the 1998 intake
to the 2004 cohort.
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Academics Observe Maths Education
Culture in Shanghai, China

S even Mathematics & Mathematics Education (MME) academics
were hosted by East China Normal University (ECNU) during
their visit to Shanghai from 14 to 17 September 2005. This

As part of the trip’s objective of observing mathematics
classroom teaching in Shanghai, the group visited five schools
viz ECNU-attached elementary and high schools, Jianping
Experimental School, Xiangshan Middle School and Qingpu
Elementary School. At each school, the group observed two
mathematics lessons and held discussions with the teachers.
These teachers normally teach two classes of the same level
and meet at least once a week to discuss and share lesson
plans. Trainee teachers observe lessons by master teachers and
are guided by two mentors each, one on classroom management
and the other on teaching content. Many schools have a
demonstration classroom which accommodates 20 or more
observers. Peer observation is very much a part of the teaching
culture. The teachers emphasise mental computation and
encourage pupils to give full answers, orally and in written
form. Elementary school pupils learn mathematics through
hands-on activities, coupled by abstraction.

The trip ended with a seminar on thesis writing by Asst Prof Yeap
Ban Har for ECNU mathematics educators and graduate students.
Through this trip, MME academics gained an appreciation of
mathematics education culture in Shanghai schools and new
perspectives on other teacher education practices.

study trip is MME’s ongoing effort to promote exchange of ideas in
mathematics education with Chinese educators.

By Miss Ng Luan Eng, Mathematics & Mathematics Education

A
from 17 to 19 November 2005 at Busan, South Korea. Three
other poems were selected, based on the ethos of forging mutual

poem by Asst Prof Chua Chee Lay (Asian Languages
& Cultures) was selected for the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) CEO Summit, which took place

Poem for Economic Summit By Public & International Relations

Nantah Chinese Web Chua Chee Lay

Every night after coming south
Big and small dreams would linger at bedside
China has become a distant place
But traditional culture grows daily intimate
It seems that tighter webs net for fewer dreams

By the southside of the mountain
The leisure of Tao Qian plucking chrysanthemums
Has largely become a distant dream for modern generations
Middle age is a watershed
After rocks and rapids the calmness of a lake
But the cultural burden never finds a resting place
And the passing years that elude capture
Move on with a trace

understanding among various member nations. The annual
summit provides an opportunity for business leaders from the
Asia-Pacific region to appreciate first hand relevant economic
and trade issues from economists, policy makers and fellow
business leaders.
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Are Singaporeans
as Bad at the
English Language
as They Think?
By Ms Sheralene Chen, Ngee Ann Polytechnic Intern Attached to Public &
International Relations

L
September 2005 at NIE. Mr Morris Allen, Principal of Morris Allen
Study Centres, Mr Peter Hamilton, Teacher Trainer at the British
Council Singapore, Ms Debbie Woodford, Director of DEBBLinks,
Assoc Prof Vanithamani Saravanan and Assoc Prof Christine Goh
of NIE’s English Language & Literature Academic Group shared
their views on the subject.

Mr Morris felt that a major reason why Singaporeans might not
speak English well could be due to the education system’s bilingual
language policy. He explained that in addition to an individual’s
mother tongue and dialect, the English language would be relegated
to a third language. The panellists concluded with the issue of
teaching style in schools, with a member’s parting suggestion as
“… we need more talking, less writing in our public schools.”

ocal radio channel 938LIVE! transmitted the proceedings of
a discussion on “Are Singaporeans as bad at the English
language as they think?” by a panel of experts on 30

By Ms Noorhafidah M H, Publications Officer, Trainee Teachers’ Club, NIE

eacher’s Day a la Teachers’ Fiesta was
celebrated with a bang at NIE on 31
August 2005. Set against a bazaar

featuring a wide range of knickknacks by clubs,
student teachers and charitable organisations,
Keming Primary, Jurong Primary and Serangoon
Garden South pupils showcased their projects,
presented at an ExCEL (Excellence through
Continuous Enterprise and Learning)
convention in July 2005.

Besides the school booths, there were two
others on Nature Education and Young
Changemakers. The Nature Education booth,
coordinated by the NIE Green Club in
collaboration with Nature Society (Singapore),

showcased creative ways of sharing Singapore’s
amazing wildlife with primary school children
(above, bottom right). The Young Changemakers
scheme provides individuals or informal youth
groups with seed funding to implement projects
benefiting their local communities.

A concert performance saw Woodlands Primary
School pupils render a hand bell ensemble
(above, left), with Marsiling Primary School
pupils staging their award winning Jack and
the Bean Stall play (above, top right), adapted
from a well-known fairytale of a similar name.
Other concert items included a guitar ensemble
by NTU’s Cultural Activities Club and an item
on teacher culture by student teachers.

A number of awards were presented to
graduands and clubs. Together with 10 other
candidates, former Trainee Teachers’ Club
President Ms Sharon Eng and previous Service
Learning Club Chairman Mr Siva Gopal s/o
Thaiyalan received the 2005 Passion Award,
given to final-year student teachers for their
dedication and service to the NIE community
during their course of study. The Service
Learning Club received the NIE Club Gold
Award while the Malay Language and Cultural
Society and Chinese Language Education and
Research Club were recipients of the Silver
awards. The NIE Club Awards recognise the
various student associations for their role in
promoting a vibrant student life on campus.
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and Aesthetics at Xingnan Primary School, on
his school’s role in cultivating the performing
arts among the young.

NIE News: Why did Xingnan Primary
select the performing arts as part of its
student development plan? Have there
been any outcomes? How are pupils
nurtured to appreciate the performing
arts?
One of our school goals is to provide a holistic
and balanced education. We believe educating
our pupils should not stop at imparting
academic knowledge; we ought to explore
other avenues to develop our pupils in their
varied talents. The school has since 2000
been organising musical
performances annually,
with gradual increment
i n  s c a l e  a n d
sophist icat ion.  The
s choo l  s t aged  i t s
inaugural musical titled
A Little Magic Goes a
Wrong Way. In 2001, we
put up the musical
School Daze and in 2002,
A Knight to Remember. In

2003, the school staged a musical titled Bones
at NTU’s Nanyang Auditorium to raise funds
for needy pupils. Last year, we performed A
Small Part of the World.

We cater to a broad variety of performing
arts where pupils can explore and develop
their talents. In addition to the Chinese
Dance, Indian Dance and Malay Dance Clubs,
we also offer the Brass Band, Chinese
Orchestra, International Dance and Music
and Drama Club.

NIE News: How are pupils recruited for
the performing troupes?
The school adopts an encouraging attitude
towards the recruitment of pupils for these
clubs. As much as we prefer the talented
ones to ensure success in our programme,

we would accommodate everyone as long
as they are interested to participate in the
roles most suited for them.

NIE News: What are the considerations
in staging a musical or performance?
In all our musicals, the school takes pride in
creating opportunities for pupils in the choir,
the dancers, the band, the Chinese Orchestra
and the Drama Club to display their talents.
Another feature which the school is proud
of is our ability to produce the entire musical
in-house without engaging any professional
expertise. We identify the strengths and
talents of our staff, who in turn train the
pupils in singing and acting. Other teachers
also work on the props, costumes and the
audio-and-visual logistics. The end result is
always a visually attractive and aesthetically
entertaining performance for the audience.

NIE News: Have the various troupes
participated competitively?
Over the years, the efforts put in by the
staff have bore fruit. The Modern and
International dancers achieved the Singapore
Youth Festival (SYF) Gold Award for the
competitions in 2001, 2003 and 2004. The
Brass Band won the Silver Award in 2002
and Gold Award in 2004 during the SYF
Band Competition and was subsequently
ranked the top three primary school bands
in Singapore that year. Our pupils won the
Gold and Silver Awards in the SYF Chinese
Dance Competition of 2003 and 2004. The
Malay and Indian dancers also did the school
proud by winning Bronze Awards in the
2004 SYF dance competitions.

NIE News: How have parents
contributed to Xingnan Primary’s
accomplishments in these co-curricular
activities?
Parental endorsement allows the school to
involve many pupils in these arts events and
the ensuing training sessions. They unfailingly
assist the respective groups in their many
performances and school staff in preparing
costumes during and beyond school hours.
All these activities would not have been as
successful without the unstinting support
from the teaching staff and parents.

N IE News catches up with Mr Kwek
Khiok Chai, Head of Physical
Education, Co-curricular Activities

Xingnan Primary’s Role in Cultivating
Performing Arts Among the Young Unveiled
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Event Date Venue Contact Person

Orientation Programme for Postgraduate Diploma in
Education (Secondary) January 2006 Intake

3 - 6 Jan 2006 NIE Campus Mrs Jessica Tan
Email: lfjwong@nie.edu.sg

Diploma in Departmental Management Graduation
Ceremony

9 Jan 2006 Civil Service College Ms Mae Chan
Email: mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Singapore Heart Foundation-NIE Seminar 2006: Hearty
Children, Sturdy Future – Managing Obesity in Schools

21 Jan 2006 Rock Auditorium,
Suntec City Tower 3

Mrs Seah-Lee Moi Fong
Email: mflee@nie.edu.sg

Blessing & Significance of Eids (Hari Raya Celebration) 25 Jan 2006 Lecture Theatre 8,
NIE

Assoc Prof Hadijah Bte Rahmat
Email: hrahmat@nie.edu.sg

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony 26 Jan 2006 Nanyang Auditorium,
NTU

Mrs Mak Lek Cher
Email: lcmak@nie.edu.sg

Diploma in School Counselling Graduation Ceremony 22 Feb 2006 Lecture Theatre 6, NIE Ms Serena Yuen
Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg

NIE WITs Convention 6 Mar 2006 Lecture Theatre 7, NIE Ms Tan Joo Wee
Email: jwtan@nie.edu.sg

Advanced Diploma/Advanced Postgraduate Diploma
Graduation Ceremony

Mar 2006 NIE Campus Ms Serena Yuen
Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg

LangScape: Exploring Ways of Teaching Language
& Literature

27 - 28 Apr 2006 Regional English
Language Centre

Assoc Prof Anneliese Kramer-Dahl
Email: akrame@nie.edu.sg

Enrichment programme (including National Education
Seminar & visit to a Singapore Civil Defence Force
facility) for all graduating student teachers

May 2006 NIE Campus Mrs Jessica Tan
Email: lfjwong@nie.edu.sg

Educational Research Association of Singapore
Conference 2006

29 - 31 May 2006 Orchard Hotel Asst Prof Jessie Ee
Email: lcjee@nie.edu.sg

Mathematics Teachers’ Conference 1 Jun 2006 NIE Campus Assoc Prof Berinderjeet Kaur
Email: bkaur@nie.edu.sg

Student Teachers Immerse in Exchange
Programme to Hong Kong
By Ms Renee Yuanna Sulaiman, Chairman, Bachelor of Science Club, NIE

Organised by the NIE Bachelor of Science Club and hosted by the Hong
Kong Institute of Education (HKIE), the NIE-HKIE exchange (NiHKiE) was
an unprecedented opportunity for student teachers to experience and study
first-hand a foreign education system.

The participants had the opportunity to share with their HKIE counterparts
on issues related to educating young minds and being prospective teachers.
They also experienced life on campus by staying in the Jockey Club student
quarters located at HKIE.

The team visited three schools in Hong Kong viz Sun Fong Chung Primary
School (a full government school), Singapore International School (a private
school) and St Paul’s Co-educational Institute (a government-aided school).
For the team, each school presented a unique occasion for learning through
the observation of expert teachers and administration of the different types
of schools. The NiHKiE team returned with a heightened enthusiasm for
teaching and an urge to share what they had learnt with their NIE peers.

B etween 5 and 10 December 2005, 14 student teachers from the
Bachelor of Science (Education) and Bachelor of Arts (Education)
programmes visited Hong Kong to learn about its education system.

NIE student teachers with HKIE student ambassadors

Calendar of Events



population, Prof Tan
remarked that “this
small population,
which is made up of
the different ethnic
groups, has a tighter
bond than any other
course. You have the
power … to shine
and show the rest of
the world what you
are made of.”

Dance performances by student teachers depicted their unique blend
of ethnic cultures – the Chinese with their traditionally graceful Hong
Chou Wu dance (above, left), the Malays embracing the legends with
Bangsawan or Malay Opera, and the Indians sharing their love for
nature through the admiration of a bountiful harvest – against a
multi-media canvas, blending the traditional with the new.

After the book launch of Unity in Diversity, an anthology of poems,
short stories and essays (go to page 11 for more details), the
festivities closed with a poetry recitation and an energised fusion
dance, highlighting the continuingly exciting and upbeat education
at STP.
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By Ms Tay May Yin, English Language & Literature & Mr Eric Yeo,
Assistant Head, Planning, Foundation Programmes Office

As part of the Foundation Programmes Office’s Enhanced
Teacher Preparation Programmes, all student teachers have
been attending a course on communication skills since July

(a) Voice and pronunciation: student teachers learn about vocal health
care and quality, and the practice of good voice production. They
are familiarised with the use of a pronunciation dictionary to help
them resolve pronunciation and word stress difficulties;

(b) Oral and written communication: student teachers become aware
of the importance of considering the purpose, audience and situation
when communicating. They also engage in practical hands-on
preparation of oral and written presentations in a variety of school
contexts, such as chairing meetings, making announcements,
writing notes of meetings and official letters;

(c) Teacher-student interaction and classroom management: student
teachers learn about the various roles that teachers take on in
classroom interaction and how to communicate effectively to
promote student learning; and

(d) Use of English in teaching: student teachers gain an understanding
of language use to create a conducive environment for students
with different abilities, support student learning, manage students,
give oral feedback and encourage students to think.

Built into the tutorials are opportunities for student teachers to reflect
on their practices as well as ongoing assignments, and oral and written
presentations to assess their application of the knowledge and skills
that they acquire during the course.

2005. The course provides student teachers with oral and written
skills required for effective communication, as classroom teachers
and professionals have to interact with colleagues, parents and the
general public.

The course, which is under the purview of the English Language &
Literature and Visual & Performing Arts Academic Groups, is conducted
two hours per week for 12 weeks. The main areas of study are:

Enriching the
Communication Skills
of Student Teachers

A Celebration of Ethnic Diversity
By Mr Mohamed Pitchay Gani Bin Mohd Abdul Aziz, Special Training Programme

T he Special Training Programme (STP) for Mother Tongue is in
its eighth year of training vernacular language teachers. In
celebration of these student teachers’ ability to coexist

harmoniously on a platform of unity in diversity, the seventh STP Day
merriment took off on 16 September 2005 at NIE’s Townsville Campus
Hall, in the presence of guest of honour NIE Director Prof Leo Tan
(above, right). Referring to STP’s strength in a culturally diverse student
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